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Abstract. We have found a simple analytical expression which describes the relation 
between amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and small-signal gain in short-pulse 
amplifiers. It is also shown that the contrast of the short pulse to the ASE is weakly 
dependent on the saturation of the ASE, and influenced mainly by the saturation of the 
short pulse. The theoretical considerations were verified by measurements. 

PACS: 42.60, 42.55 

Amplification of short pulses always demands a trade- 
off between good extraction efficiency, high gain and 
low ASE level. Especially in short-pulse excimer lasers 
ASE plays an important role [1-6], due to the short 
wavelength, the large emission cross section of ex- 
cimers and because of the lack of good saturable 
absorbers in the UV region [7]. The ASE not only 
contributes to the output and thus decreases the 
contrast ratio, but it depletes the gain significantly, 
leading to much reduced gain seen by the short pulse. 
In this paper considerations are presented to avoid 
these effects. 

1. Theoretical Model 

For the estimation of the ASE and the depleted gain we 
developed a model assuming a reduced four level laser 
system for the energetic states of the laser molecules 
and a steady state condition. This seems reasonable 
since the ASE pulse duration is much longer than the 
lifetime of the upper laser level. Using these assump- 
tions one gets two equations for the ASE-intensity 
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travelling to the right side (I+) and to the left side (I_) 
[8-13]: 

d[+ = +_ g(a + I+ )dz , (la) 
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symbols have the following meanings: 

"Ctot: total lifetime of the upper laser level including 
non-radiative processes; 
radiative lifetime of the upper laser level; 
bandwidth of the gain; 
bandwidth of the ASE; 
average solid angle which is seen by the ASE; 
pumping rate; 
saturation intensity; 
Planck's constant; 
laser frequency; 
excited state cross section for stimulated emis- 
sion to the ground state; 

Ntot: total number of excitable molecules per 
volume; 
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N*: number of excited molecules per volume with- 
out gain depletion by ASE; 

N*: number of excited molecules per volume in- 
cluding gain depletion by ASE; 

go: small-signal gain coefficient; 
g: depleted small-signal gain coefficient; 
a: a constant which describes the temporal, 

spectral, and spatial behaviour of the ASE. 

Equations (la) and (lb) are the basic equations 
used in many calculations (see for example [8]), but 
generally they have been solved numerically or only 
approximately. We found that the integral of these 
equations can be obtained in an explicit form: 

2a+Ii,+ +~n- [exp((g)L)-  13 
1 + R"Cto t 

2a 
+ ( 1  l~ ,Ctot)(g)L=(go)L (2a) 

L 
with (go)L = (. godz and 

0 

ln(iOUt~ +a~ _ln([Out_ +a ~ L \~ i~+~a/ -  , [ in_+a/=(g)L=!g 'dz (2b) 

~,+ : normalized input intensity on the left side; 
~,_ : normalized input intensity on the right side; 

four+ : normalized output intensity on the right side; 
/'out-: normalized output intensity on the left side; 
(go): average small-signal gain coefficient; 
(g):  average depleted small-signal gain coefficient. 

Taking into account that Ii,+ =fin- =0  and 
2a ~ 1 + Rztnt and assuming a rectangular pulse form 
for go with a width of zo,i. one gets: 

2a 
- -  [exp( (g)L)-  1] + ( g ) L =  (go)L (3a) 
1 + R'cto t 

and 

EAS E = aZ6ainlsA [exp ((g)L) - 1], (3b) 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the ASE. 
From (3) one can calculate the average depleted 

gain (g)  and the ASE output energy EASE. The 
inversion is not significantly depleted by ASE if 
2a exp((go)L) 41 is fulfilled [as can be obtained from 
(1)]. Then for a desired small signal gain [exp((go)L)] 
the average solid angle seen by the ASE has to be 
chosen as: 

c5f2 ~ 4~z "lTrad AVGain 1 
"trot AlYASE ~ e x p ( -  (go)L). (4) 

Using (4) one can design an amplifier properly to avoid 
gain depletion (GD) by ASE. 

For the description of the short pulse amplification 
the following assumptions were made. A long pulse 

sees an inversion which is stabilized by the ASE to the 
depleted value. Therefore the small signal gain coeffi- 
cient seen by the ASE (gASE) is equal to the depleted 
small signal gain coefficient (g). Due to the limited 
relaxation times in the excited states [14--17], only a 
fraction of the inverted molecules are available for the 
short pulse, which then sees a somewhat lower inver- 
sion than a long pulse would see. It is reasonable to 
write: 

gshort = Kg = KgAs E (5) 

gshor,: short pulse small signal gain coefficient; 
K: constant which describes the accessable inver- 

sion for the short pulse (1 > K > 0). 

The value of K is dependent on the laser medium 
and may vary over a large range for different laser 
media. 

Assuming a rectangular short pulse one can calcu- 
late the amplification (Gshort) by the slightly general- 
ized Frantz-Nodvik-Formula [18]: 

= _~,~ In [1 + exp((gshort)L)(exp(/~in)-- 1)], (6) Gsho~t 

L hv 
where (gshort)L = S gshort dz' Ein = Ein/Es, Es = - -  and 

O 0"*' 
Ein is the short pulse input energy density. 

Using (3), (5), and (6) one can calculate the short 
pulse gain which is the result of GD by ASE and 
saturated amplification of the short pulse. 

Assuming no saturation (i.e. 
/~in~exp[--(gshort)L]),  Eqs.(3), (5), and (6) can be 
combined as: 

Gshort= ( 1 +  EASE ~ K 
a,.cc--~n/,A/ . (7) 

The importance of the relationship expressed by (7) is 
that it can be used as a simple method to determine the 
depleted small signal gain for the short pulse by 
measuring only the ASE energy for amplifiers charac- 
terized by a known value of K. When this value is not 
known, (7) provides a simple way to determine K, by 
measuring the dependence of Gshort on EAS E. Formerly 
K could only be estimated by complicated gain 
dynamics measurements [14-17]. 

An additional even more interesting fact can also 
be seen from (7). If the short pulse saw the same 
inversion as a long pulse (K = 1) the ratio of the small- 
signal gain of the short pulse and the ASE output 
energy would be approximately constant. This means 
that, regardless of whether the ASE is already in 
saturation or not, the contrast between short pulse and 
ASE would always be constant. To get a high contrast 
one has to choose a laser medium with a large value of 
K, which can be estimated from former gain dynamics 
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measurements [14, 15, 17]. For KrF*, K is expected to 
be the largest, therefore the contrast is only weakly 
dependent on the ASE. 

The contrast is strongly decreased when the short 
pulse is in saturation as can be seen from (6). On the 
other hand, saturation of the short pulse at least in the 
last amplifier is necessary for good extraction effici- 
ency, since the final short-pulse energy for a given 
amplifier medium is determined by the cross section of 
the laser beam and by the degree of saturation (by the 
ratio of the output energy density and the saturation 
energy density). In preamplifiers, where efficiency is not 
a key point, saturation only decreases the contrast 
without increasing significantly the short pulse energy 
after the last amplifier. For this reason saturation in 
preamplifiers should be avoided. 

2. Experimental 

For the experimental study of GD by ASE and to verify 
Eq. (7), measurements were performed on the amplifier 
section of a commercial Lambda Physik EMG 150 ES 
excimer laser. This discharge section has a 2.5 cm 
× 1 cm cross section and a discharge length of 84 cm. It 

was filled with the standard gas fill for KrF operation 
(6 mbar F2, 150 mbar Kr, 1.65 bar He) and operated 
with a charging voltage of 30 kV. We found that the 
electric energy pumped into the cell - optimized for 
long pulse operation - is far too high when amplifi- 
cation of short pulses is needed. For this reason we 
removed a quarter of the capacitors, both at the 
capacitor bank and at the laser tube. All the measure- 
ments in which the active length was changed by 
changing the number of preionization-pins (see below) 
were performed with this modified electric charging 
circuit. 

The small signal gain of the excimer gain module 
was measured by a subpicosecond probe pulse. These 
pulses were generated by a short-pulse excimer-dye- 
laser system 1-19] delivering 500 fs, 10 mJ pulses at 
248 nm. The pulses were attenuated by calibrated 
aluminum-coated filters to avoid saturation in the 
small-signal gain measurements. A 6 mm diameter 
aperture was used to select the middle, homogeneous 
part of the laser beam of originally 0.8 cm x 2 cm cross 
section. This resulted in an probe-pulse energy density 
of approximately 1.8 nJ/cm 2. 

The short-pulse laser system and the excimer 
amplifier were synchronized by two EMG 97 Lambda 
Physik active synchronization control units. The short 
pulse was adjusted to be in the middle of the Gaussian- 
like 15 ns long ASE pulse. The overall jitter between 
the short pulse and the ASE pulse was approximately 
3 ns, which resulted in a negligible shot-to-shot fluctu- 
ation of the gain for the short pulse. 
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The energy of the short pulse behind the excimer 
amplifier was measured some 8 m away (to reduce the 
ASE background) with a high voltage biplanar photo- 
diode (Hamatsu R 1193U-02) and a fast oscilloscope 
(Tektronix 7104 with a 7A29 plug-in-amplifier), to 
distinguish between the short pulse and the long ASE 
pedestal. 

For the measurement of the ASE energy (EASE) a 
Gentec ED 500 energy meter was put directly behind 
the output window of the amplifier, and the short input 
pulse was blocked. When Gshor t and EAS E were measu- 
red as a function of the amplifier-length (L) the length 
of the pumped volume was changed by disconnecting 
the necessary number of UV-preionizing electrodes 
starting from both ends. During these measurements 
the high voltage and therefore the break-down-voltage 
of the discharge channel were kept constant. This 
means that the current density in the active volume 
must be independent of the length of the discharge. 
Since the electrically stored energy is constant and the 
duration of the ASE pulse is found to be independent of 
length, part of the electrical energy does not contribute 
to the discharge, but is dissipated in a non-radiative 
process. This can lead to enhanced instabilities of the 
discharge with decreasing discharge length. This ten- 
dency has been observed experimentally, and that is 
why the shortest discharge length was limited to 24 cm. 
As a result, the amplifier length was varied while the 
electrically excited molecules per volume and thus the 
non-depleted gain coefficient stayed constant. 

3. Experimental Results 

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 1-3. In 
Fig. 1 the dependence of the ASE energy is plotted as a 
function of the amplifier length. The ASE energy first 
rises rapidly and then only linearly with increasing 
length. In Fig. 2, Gshor t is plotted on a logarithmic scale 
versus L. In the experimentally investigated range 
Gshort rises weakly with L. Figure 3 shows the measured 
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Fig. 1. ASE energy for different amplifier lengths. Points with 
error bars: experimental data, solid line: theoretical curve 
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Fig. 2. Short-pulse small-signal gain for different amplifier 
lengths. Points with error bars: experimental data, solid line: 
theoretical curve 
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Fig. 3. Short pulse small signal gain versus ASE energy. Points 
with error bars: experimental data, solid line: theoretical curve 

values of the logarithm of the short pulse small signal 
gain versus the logarithm of the ASE energy. It can be 
seen that the experimental data are along a straight 
line. 

We have fitted (3) and (7) to the experimental data 
in Figs. 1 and 3. This resulted in the following 
parameters: 

K=0.9_0.3 ,  

(go) = (0.38 + 0.08) cm- 1, 

2a/(1 + Rztot) = (1 ___3) x 10 -4  , 

aZGai.IsA = (3 + 2) x 10-4 mJ. 

The solid lines in Figs. 1-3 are theoretical curves with 
the above fit-parameters. All three curves show reason- 
able agreement with the experimental results. 
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As expected from gain dynamics measurements 
1-15, 16] the value for K is almost 1. This means that the 
contrast is more or less constant independently of the 
ASE level. 

4 .  C o n c l u s i o n  

A simple relationship is set up between the short-pulse 
small-signal gain and the ASE output energy. This 
shows proportionality between these two quantities 
for efficient short-pulse amplifiers like KrF*. Thus the 
contrast in these cases is practically independent of the 
ASE energy. The contrast deteriorates only when 
amplification of the short pulse is in saturation. The 
theoretical findings were supported by measurements. 
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